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Dyad’s PUMAA is a submission intake and underwriting platform that supports rating, quoting and 
policy issuance. PUMAA allows MGAs, MGUs, and wholesalers to manage their business from data 
capture to multi-market comparisons to accurate quoting, risk negotiation, and placement. PUMAA 
also offers full policy administration capabilities.

Dyad’s system is flexible and can be configured to fit any insurance product or program, including 
multi-office and multi-entry product launches and shared or local contracts. With access and 
workflows designed for retail agents, PUMAA enables them to obtain quotes and bind coverage 
without underwriter intervention, according to the referral rules you set.

Accelerate Your Production
PUMAA offers complete policy lifecycle management, from application all the way 
through to renewal. Built-in workflows let MGAs, MGUs, wholesalers, and carriers 
quickly launch products and contracts, and PUMAA integrates with your back-end 
systems. With Dyad’s PUMAA, organizations can streamline and accelerate their 
production with accurate rating across new business as well as renewals.



PUMAA

Functions PUMAA helps insurance organizations handle faster include:

Underwriting. Complete policy lifecycle management and underwriting automation 
ensures you stay on top of activity, renewals, auto-renewal quotes, and more.

Reporting. Manage your business with insights, intelligence, compliance, and controls 
through our robust reporting capabilities.

Billing. Want to bill agencies or direct bill insureds and offer installment plans? PUMAA 
integrates with your existing billing system to make it easy.

Contracting. Effectively manage your carrier contracts with splits, real-time rolling 
aggregate tracking, multi-office and multi-entity contract sharing, and alerts.

Integrations and APIs
PUMAA helps you improve your underwriting with rich data APIs that let you connect to 
third-party solutions, from risk modeling to financing, compliance, agency management 
systems, carrier integrations, and much more.

ABOUT US
Dyad delivers software and services that simplify insurance processing and distribution. We have redefined 
insurance technology by continuously improving our solutions, ensuring our customers can focus on growing 
and evolving their business, delivering superior customer service, and implementing insightful business 
management. Retail agencies, wholesalers, agency networks, program administrators, MGAs, and carriers 
benefit from our solutions.  

For more information about Dyad, go to dyadtech.com. 


